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6. THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST 

STD : XI                                                                                        SUB : ENGLISH 

I. Choose the most appropriate synonyms of the underlined words in the following  
    sentences.                                 15x1=15 

1. I pulled on the zip and yanked at it.  

a. jerked             b. closed                         c. pushed            d. stitched                                              

2. He pulled it with frowns and increasing consternation. 

  a. moody           b. happy                         c. worry               d. calm                                                     

3. The documents came raining down in a fluttery cascade. 

a. confusion       b. waterfall                   c. downpour       d. downfall                                                      

4. I had gashed my finger on the zip.  

a. cut deeply     b. dashed                       c. smashed        d. closed                                                   

5. She looked at me with an expression.  

a. pleasing          b. discomfiture              c. irritation        d. happiness                                            

6. I always have catastrophes when I travel. 

a. worry               b. calm    c. disaster           d. fortunes                                           

7. I amused her with a scattering of urbane bonsmots. 

a. slapstick          b. witty remarks             c. mockery         d. dullness                                            

 8. You will understand, I trust, when I tell you how much I ache to be suave.  

a. uncivilized      b. clumsy                          c. polite and sophisticated          d. rude                           

II. Choose the most appropriate antonyms of the underlined words in the following  

      sentences.   

9. Other people do without any evident difficulty.  

a. apparent   b. obvious  c. known  d. unnoticeable  

10. Everything was extravagantly ejected over an area. 

a. abundantly  b. moderately  c. lavishly.  d. excessively   

11. I had gashed my finger on the zip and was shedding blood in a lavish manner. 

  a. scanty  b. excessive  c. abundant  d. plentiful   

12. I explained to her the venerable relationship between Bill and William.  

a. admirable  b. revered   c. valued  d. dishonorable 

13. He is a suave gentleman.  

a. smooth  b. rude   c. sophisticated d. elegant    

14. He yanked the door open. 

a. lifted  b. pushed  c. held   d. twisted   

15. Early warnings of rising water levels prevented another major catastrophe. 

a. jeopardy  b. peril   c. salvation  d. hazard   
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ANSWER KEY 

1. a  4. a  7.b  10. b   13. b 

2. c  5. c  8.c  11. a  14. b 

3. b  6. c  9. d  12. d  15. c 
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